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19. (continued)

coupling phenomena; i.e. ions must first decouple from their partner ions (in ion pairs),

or from their intramolecular solvation states, before they can contribute to conductivity

relaxation which is itself coupled to the local polymer matrix relaxation. An extreme ca

is illustrated using the weak electrolyte, lithium acetate, for which the decoupling indeX

is - 6 x 10- 5 .
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ASTRACT

We review the effects of temperature on conductance and viscosity in the liquid

state of vitreous ionic conductors and show how differences may be best understood

by comparison of relaxation tunes for electrical and mechanical stresses acting on

liquid or glassy states of the material. This leads to the definition of a

conductivity/viscosity mode decoupling index, useful as a figure of merit for the solid

electrolyte. In applying the same approach to polymer electrolyte systems a problem

is encountered due to the molecular weight dependence of the viscosity. This is

resolved by deriving a "monomer" shear relaxation time for the polymer electrolyte

solution and showing that this quantity corresponds closely with the "local" mechanical

relaxation time obtained from light scattering studies (which is a molecular weight

independent quantity for pure polymers). Comparison of the electrical relaxation times

of the polymer solution with the "local" (or "matrix") relaxation times then shows that

the relationship found for superionic glassforming systems is inverted in the case of

polymer electrolytes. The latter have fractional decoupling indexes which may be

interpreted in terms of serial coupling phenomena; i.e. ions must first decouple from

their partner ions (in ion pairs),or from their intramolecular solvation states, before

they can contribute to conductivity relaxation which is itself coupled to the local poly-

mer matrix relaxation. An extreme case is illustrated using the weak electrolyte,

lithium acetate, for which the decoupling index is - 6 x 10-5.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we show how the combination of light scattering(O)) and conduc-

tivity(2) data can provide a phenomenological scheme for the discussion of conductivity

in relation to polymer chain segmental motion in polymer electrolytes. This scheme

permits the relationship between different polymer/salt systems and (the alternative)

solid electrolyte systems based on inorganic glasses to be clearly seen. Hopefully, the

basis we propose for organizing observations on polymer systems will make it simpler

to define the limiting factors on polymer electrolyte performance and lead to improve-

ments in that performance.

It is generally recognized that the mechanism for conductance in polymer-salt

systems is intrinsically different from that in fast ion conducting glasses. In the former

a highly flexible polymer backbone structure is essential. This has the concomitant

requirement that the glass transition phenomenon, which signals the "bottom" of the

liquid-like regime of behavior, lies at temperatures far below that of the application.

The polymer "solid" electrolyte then owes its mechanical stability to the chain entan-

glement phenomenon, or to crosslinking in the case of shorter chains. On the other

hand, it is obvious that in the case of fast ion conducting glasses (which are no more

than deeply supercooled ionic liquids), the glass transition temperature must lie above

the temperature of intended application if the electrolyte is to have a fixed shape.

Since a "good" performance in each type of system is defined by having d.c. conduc-

tivities no less than I0-3  1 cm-1 at the intended service temperature, it is clear that

in the superionic glass case the mobile ion motions must be essentially independent of

the modes of motion which determine the glass transition. In the polymer electrolyte

case, by contrast, the two types of motion must be closely related. Indeed, it is now
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the Vgema view that ions in polymer-salt systems move coprty in same umui
with the segmetma motions of the polymer. It is with the definition and interptatIo

of the time scales for these processes that this contribution is concerned. It will be

seen that light scattering techniques applied to polymer solvents" and recently to

polymer solutiom(l) provide the most direct relevant probes of the polymer (or

"manx") time scales.

FAST ION CONDUCTING GLASSES

For our investigation of polymer-salt solution behavior, it will be helpful to

briefly review the related scheme that has been used to discuss fast ion conduction in

liquid and glassy solids(7). This scheme takes the equilibrium liquid state as its starting
point.

In the ionic liquid state, in contrast to polymer electrolytes above T., the electri-

cal conductivity is extremely high. For instance, at 1:50 above its Ts the conductivity

of the most simply constituted "superionic" glass, CsAg4(ICI)5 is 0.4 Q-1 cm- (8) (cf

- I0 -3 for the best polymer eletllyte(7h. Between (T. + 1500) and Ts (at -21 0C),

the conductivity of this material decreases by only some three orders of magnitude.

The viscosity, however, increases by more than 15 orders of magnitude in the same

T-range. Evidently, unlike the classical Walden electrolytes, the conductivity process
is not closely coupled to the viscosity in these systems, except at very high tempera-

mtur. This behavior is similar in character to that known for diffusion of gases or

small molecule solutes in polymer solutions(O.

Such differences in the effect of temperature change on transport processes can be

presented in a useful manner by comparing the time scales on which the system

responds to the stresses which drive the processes. These response times, or relaxation

times,%, may be obtained directly fru frequency-dependent studies of the conductance

process (by a.c. admittance bridge techniques)(9'1°) and of the viscous flow process

(by ultrasonic absorption (" ) and Brillouin scattering(12) techniques) or indirectly by the

use of Maxwell relations(13)

< > = eodc/M (1)

and

<I>= (2)

. .... .. . ...... . ,, ... .. -- AAM ,AM -_ -
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which connect liquid-like properties, d.c. resistivity p&, and shear viscosity 1, to

solid-lik propertim ctrical modulus M.. (. - le.. e the dielectric constnt) and

show modulus 0... and eo is the permittivity of fne space. Eqs. (I) and (2) yield

average relaxation times <%>, while the frequency-dependent studies give directly the

most probable value and also information on the "distribution of relaxation times" if

the relaxation process is non-exponential.

When the data ar presented in this manner one observes that at high tempera-

tures the electrical and mechanical response times, %, and z, are rather close, suggest-

ing comparable relaxation mechanisms or a coupling of mechanisms. However, with
decreasing temperatue (and increasingly well-defined short and intermediale range

order of the liquid) the two response times separate increasingly (see Fig. 1 below),

implying a progressive decoupling of the mechanisms. The ratio of the relaxation

times /. reflects the decoupling and has been called the decoupling inde, RM. Its

value at the glass transition temperature T. where the intermediate range order

becomes frozen for all lower temperatures, has been suggested as a figure of merit for

fast-ion conducting (PC) glasses.

We will use the same index in this paper as a figure of merit for polymer-salt

electrolytes, though the values of maximum merit will be seen to differ by some 14

orders of magnitude from those of high performance PIC glasses. To provide an

example with which to compare polymer electrolyte behavior we show in Fig. 1 the

relation between viscosity and conductivity relaxation times obtained from ultra-

sonic(" ) Brillouin scattering (12), shear viscosity(s ), and conductivity (s' 0 ) data for liquid
and glassy states of two vitreous systems, using a reduced Arrhenius plot presentation

with T. scaling. One of the systems, AgI-AgCI-CsCl, yields a superionic glass( 4),

while the other, 2Ca(NO3)2.3KNO3 yields a low-conducting glass(I'b).

POLYMER-SALT SOLUTIONS

(a) Mechanical Responses.

To examine the coupling relations for polymer-salt solutions we must first clarify

the relation between viscosity-based and other relaxation times. To this end we exam-

ine basic data for a fully amorphous polymer-salt system, PPG + sodium trifiate

(NaCF3SO3) using solvents of molecular weight 425 and 4000. We choose a salt con-

centration such that the ratio of monomer units (-(CH2CH3)-CH2-0-) to salt units, Na
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CF3SO3, (written [-O--][Na+]) is 16:1 in each case. This concentration is on the high
concentration side of the conductivity maximum for this system if, as expected, it
behaves like LiCIO4 in PPG0i5). Details on the measurements are to be found in a

report of more extended studies being published elsewhere ( ' 2) .

Fig. 2 shows an Arrhenius plot of rotating spindle viscosity data for the solutions.
The data extend over two orders of magnitude. We include viscosity data for the pure
solvents taken from the literature(1.'6T ). Fig. 3 shows the results of a Brillouin scatter-
ing study of the 4000 MW solution. Absorption coefficients o/n (n = refractive index)
for - 5.3GHz sound waves, obtained in the manner recently described for the pure
PPG solvents 5,6) are plotted as a function of temperature. At the absorption maximum
the condition (%,tl = I is satisfied so, at 1070C, we find that the relaxation time ij for
longitudinal stresses is 3 x 10-11 sec. Based on the results for non-polymeric
liquids ('2, s ), (see Fig. I), this will also be the relaxation time for shear stress at hyper-

sonic frequencies.

To compare this latter value with the relaxation times characterizing the macros-
copic viscosities of Fig. 2 we must use the Maxwell relation, Eq. 2. Lacking G. data
for the solution at this time, we use the values found for the pure solvents of compar-
able molecular weight by Lamb and Erginsav using an ultrasonic technique(' 7). Since
the glass transition temperatures differ by only - 20K (see below) and since G_ usu-

ally scales with T., this substitution will not lead to errors in excess of 10%. As will
be seen the effects of interest to us are orders of magnitude in c, so the G. choice is
not an important source of uncertainty.

Using the expression

Go-* = lxl( 0 ° + 1.85x10 1- (T-180.1) (3)

for the 4000 molecular wt. polymer(17), and the viscosity data of Fig. 2, we obtain the
average shear relaxation times <%> shown as open circles in Fig. 4. As expected
these times are much longer than for the value obtained from Brillouin scattering (open
square). The latter is independent of molecular weight for pure PPGs and appears to
reflect some local process,O -6) while viscosities in polymers increase as the first power
of the molecular weight up to the chain entanglement point(' 9) .

We now test the proposal(3- 6) that the Brillouin relaxation time is a truly micros-

copic relaxation time by comparing its value with that of a derived local relaxation

time <,,,> obtained by extrapolating the molecular weight-dependent shear relaxation
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time back to the single repeat unit limit. We obtain <t> from the obvious relation
<ccsl> = < s.n>, 1 (4)

where n is the number of repeat units (-jCH-CH3J-CH 2-0-) in the average chain,

viz., 69 for the 4000 PPG and 7 (including end oxygens) for 425 PPG. The values of

<s.,> from the PPG 4000 solution are plotted as filled circles in Fig. 4 where it is

seen that they fall very close to (at slightly shorter times than) the Brillouin value. We

use a reduced temperature scale in Fig. 4 in order to incorporate <T,> values for other

Na triflate solutions and t, data for pure PPG. To avoid confusion in Fig 4, we do

not include <,r,, > values from the 425 MW solutions, but note here that they fall sys-

tematically 0.3 log units to shorter times than those from the 4000 MW solution. The

difference may well be due to different salt effects on the pure solvent G.- values we

were obliged to use in the calculation of <'T,,>, hence <, t> values.

To further support the correlation of Bnllouin and "monomer" shear relaxation

times, we may add data from the literature for the pure PPG solvents. The dashed line

in Fig. 4 is the light scattering-based lon,-itudinal relaxation time for pure PPG 4000

and other molecular weights taken from a recent paper 5 ) in which short time Brillouin

scattering data were combined with the longer time (10-1-10- sec) digital correlation

spectroscopy results of Wang et al.(3 ) Here it is plotted using Tg 201K as scaling

parameter. Since both the Brillouin study (6' and the DCS study €3) of PPG's in the MW

range 400 - 5,600 find only a very weak molecular weight dependence, and since Tg Is

likewise independent of MW. the dashed curve in Fig. 4. is also molecular weight-

independent, at least for pure solvents. The small displacement of the salt solution

"tI(BS) point (square) from the the pure solvent value (dashed line) may be partly due

to the choice of Tg value 218K used in the temperature scaling (see below) but could

also reflect real changes in the temperature dependence of the relaxation time as the

salt cations transiently cross-link the polymer chains.

On the basis of the findings in Fig. 6 ic conclude that ight %t attering mea.sure-

ments, or chain number-reduced viscosity measurements, may provide data on local

structural relaxation times in polymer electroltes which arc cquivalent t(, the' <rS>

values with which the electrical relaxation time was compared in thc , ase o/ the liquid

and glassy inorganic electrolytes of Fig. I.

It is of interest to know how large the locally relaxing group of segments detected

by the light scattering experiment is. The relative placement of the <'t.r425> (n-7).

p -- p -M
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t,(BS), and <T,,t> points in Fig. 4 suggests that it is lap-- than one PPG repeat unit,

but perhaps smaller than seven*. It may also depend a little on salt concentraion

(which should have some influence on the refractive index fluctuations detected by
light scattering) since comparison of <,t> values for pure PPG 4000 solvent (not

shown in Fig. 4) with light scattering values shows twice the gap between 't (BS) and

< tl> seen in Fig. 4 for the solution data.

(b) Electrical Relaxation Times, and Coupling Relations.

With a plausible measure of the relevant matrix relaxation time now available,

electrical relaxation times are required for comparison. In Fig. 5 we show real M' and

imaginary M" parts of the electrical modulus M" (M = I/e) (13 ) obtained from

automated admittance bridge measurements on the R-16 sodium triflate solution in

PPG 4000 in the temperature range -20 to +220C. The solution was contained in an

all-metal cell to avoid spurious second dielectric effects which may arise when glass

containers are used with low conducting solutions. Details are available elsewherem.

Fig. 5 contains, for comparison, the M" vs. frequency plot for a system relaxing

with a single relaxation time with the same value as the most probable relaxation time
for the present triflate solution at -201C, see dashed curve. The comparison makes

clear that the triflate solution, at this concentration at least, is complex and is charac-
terized by a very broad spectrum of relaxation times. This is also indicated by the

unusually smeared-out glass transition for this composition shown, along with data for

the PPG 425 triflate solution and the pure solvents, in Fig. 6. The origin of the com-

plexity will be dealt with elsewhere 2 ). It is sufficient to note here that the broad loss

curves of Fig. 5 cannot be well fitted with the usual Williams-Watts function.

We now take the most probable conductivity relaxation times from the M" peak

frequencies of Fig. 5, te = l/2f,in, and plot them in Fig. 7 together with the

"monomer" shear relaxation times, and the Brillouin relaxation time from Fig. 4. The

conductivity relaxation time plot may be extended to higher temperatures by including

average conductivity relaxation times <-to> obtained from the d.c. conductivities and

It is inmstig ID now that the ot-l confitn in ultrasonic relaxamion of the pure PPG's
akuha also much less epe dent on molcular weight than viscosity, occurs at much lw"
dms dis m iibo. ucaiekng and indeed at even largar times than the shear relaxation time
for the 4000 MW. The ultmonic relaxation i also mme nearly exponential than in the
hypenoi cae mW prnsdnmably probes a quite different process.
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Eq. (1), with M.. taken as the value of M' in Fig. 6 at three decades above the M"

maximum.

Comparson of Fig. 7 and Fig. 1 shows that in polymer electrolytes the coupling

relations at the opposite o those found in the FIC glass came: the electical field is

now relaxed more slowly by ionic migration than is local mechanical stress. Quantita-

tively, the decoupling index 1k, which we suggest as a figure of merit for 16:1 sodium

triflate in PPG 4000, is - 2 x 10-2, independent of temperature. This implies that the
solvent or matrix structural rearrangements, while obviously necessary for charge

migration to occur, are not always accompanied by charge migration.

This latter conclusion may be interpreted in different ways. The most obvious

one would be in terms of ion pairing phenomena which are anticipated in ow dielec-

tric constant media, and which have been observed spectroscopically (20 '21) and quanti-

tatively evaluated in one case.(21) Conductivity relaxation does not occur if a structural

relaxation is accomp ud by the displacement of a bound ion pair because no net
charge displacement ocurs (provided we restrict conideraton to solutions of the 1:1

electrolytes which are of principal interest to solid electrolyte studies). The almost

constant displacement of the to plot from the rj (local relaxation) plot is consistent

with evidence(21-23) that the population of ion pairs is only a weak function of tem-

perature.

To show this effect unambiguously we include, in Fig. 7 some conductivity relax-

ation data(22) from a 40 1 solution of lithium acetate in PPG 425 (higher concentrations

."ut being easily obtained). Lithium acetate is a weak electrolyte in polymer solutions,

its conductivity being smaller by - three orders of magnitude than for the correspond-
ing LiC 4 solution(15.24) Since the electrical modulus is not greatly changed from the

pure solvent value by the presence of the lithium acetate, the t, values reflect the con-

ductivity, and fall at much longer times than the structural relaxation time. The decou-

pling index in this case is - 6 x 1- 5. It is appropriate to think of such a value as a

reflection of a serial coupling phenomenon viz. in order to migrate via a solvent-

coupled mechanism, the ion must first decouple from its ion-paired partner.

The second way in which the reversal of the FIC glass coupling relations may be

interpreted is in terms of intra vs. intermolecular solvation phenomena. The migra-

bon of an ion in an electrical field will presumably be freer if it can exchange solva-
tic. by one chain oxygen to solvation by oxygens of neighboring chains. Statistically,

intramolecular soivation should be less pervasive in solutions with lower molecular
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weight chains than in high MW solvent solutions. This may be the reason that r,, is

closer to <'r,> in the case of the 425 PPG solution than in the case of the 4000 PPG

solution of equal [-0-1/[Na*], see Fig. 7.

These considerations are in a preliminary stage of development, and clearer corre-

lations and interpretations will be possible when additional experimental data are at

hand.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.
Average mechanical (shear) and electrical relaxation times, <TI> and <,%>, for

liquid and glassy states of the fast ion conductor ASCI/AgJ/C1s and the poor

conductor 2Ca(NO3)'/3KNO 3. In the latter case, the shear relaxation times coin-

cide with the longitudinal relaxation time determined by Brillouin scattenng

',t(BS). Also note the close correspondence between <r > and <%e> for T > Ts

in this case.

Figure 2.

Viscosity data for PPG solutions of sodium triflate 16:1. Dashed lines are data

for pure solvents from Refs. 3b and 16.

Figure 3.

Absorption coefficient a divided by refractive index n as function of temperature

for 16:1 sodium triflate in PPG 4000. The peak falls at 107°C, cf 560C for pure

PPG 4000.

Figure 4.

Average shear relaxation times for sodium triflate solutions, 16:1 in PPG 4000,

(open circles) and PPG 425 (dotted line) and derived "monomer" relaxation time

(<rs,,>) for 4000 salt solution shown in relation to the longitudinal relaxation time

of the solution from Brillouin scattering cl (BS) (open square). Longitudinal

relaxation times from light scattering for the pure PPG solvent of various molecu-

lar weights are shown as dashed line.

Figure 5.

Real M' and imaginary M" parts of the electrical modulus as function of fre-

quency for sodium triflate solution (16:1) in PPG 4000. Dashed line under -20*C

curve shows shape of loss spectrum for exponential relaxation (single relaxation

time).

Figure 6.

DSC scans of the glass transition phenomenon in pure PPG solvents of MW 425,

4000, and - 106 compared with those for 16:1 solutions of sodium triflate in PPG

425 and PPG 4000. In the latter case the definition of the glass transition is

ambiguous.



Figure 7.

Cowmperison of conductivity relaxation times z with average shear relaxation times

<v.> and local smucture relaxation times derived from light scattering q(BS) and

"mononne shear relaxation time <,>, for sodium triflate solutions (16:1) in

PPG 4000. Dashed line is light scattering-based longitudinal relaxation time for

pure PPG from Ref 5. Also shown are conductivity relaxation times for the weak

electrolyte lithium acetate 40:1 in PPG 425 (TI = 198K). For comparison, the

dotted line shows T of sodium triflate 16:1 in PPG 425.
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Figure 1.

Average mechanical (shear) and electrical relaxation times, <,C,> and <T,>, for

liquid and glassy states of the fast ion conductor AgCI/AgJ/CsCI and the poor

conductor 2Ca(NO3)2"/3KNO 3. In the latter case, the shear relaxation times coin-

cide with the longitudinal relaxation time determined by Brillouin scattering

vi(BS). Also note the close correspondence between <T,> and <,c,> for T > Ts

in this case.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.

Absorption coefficient a divided by refractive index n as function of temperature

for 16:1 sodium triflate in PPG 4000. The peak falls at 1070C, cf 56'C for pure

PPG 4000.
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Figure 4.

Average shear relaxation times for sodium triflate solutions, 16:1 in PPG 4000,
(open circles) and PPG 425 (dotted line) and derived "monomer" relaxation time

(<xs.,>) for 4000 salt solution shown in relation to the longitudinal relaxation time
of the solution from Brillouin scattering %, (BS) (open square). Longitudinal
relaxation times from light scattering for the pure PPG solvent of various molecu-

Iar weights are shown as dashed line.
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Figur 5.

Real M' and imaginary M" parts of the electrical modulus as function of fre-

quency for sodium triftate solution (16:1) in PPG 4000. Dashed line under -20,C

curve shows shape of loss spectrum for exponential relaxation (single relaxation

time).
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Figure 6.

DSC scans of the glass transition phenomenon in pure PPG solvents of MW 425,
4000, and - 106 compared with those for 16:1 solutions of sodium triflate in PPG

425 and PPG3 40(]0. In the latter case the definition of the glass transition is
ambiguous.
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Comparison of conductivity relaxation times ;, with average shear relaxation times

<,> and local structure relaxation times derived from light scattering r,(BS) and
"monomer" shear relaxation time <T,,,>, for sodium triflate solutions (16:1) in

PPG 4000. Dashed line is light scattering-based longitudinal relaxation time for

pure PPG from Ref 5. Also shown are conductivity relaxation times for the weak

electrolyte lithium acetate 40:1 in PPG 425 (TS = 198K). For comparison, the

dotted line shows , of sodium triflate 16:1 in PPG 425.
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